
 

 

High School Advanced Functions and Modeling, AFDA, Algebra II, & 
Math Analysis Learning Opportunities 
Activities to Support Instruction During Extended School Closures  
The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of suggested activities available to students 
within Chesapeake Public Schools.  These suggestions can be used by families to support the 
continuity of education. The learning experiences developed and provided will give students 
opportunities to go deeper into concepts, ideas, and skills independently. These activities do not 
require copies or additional supplies. 

 

Skills: 

● I can identify the domain, range, axis of symmetry, vertex, transformations, and the intercepts of a function. 

● I can make connections between multiple representations of functions using verbal descriptions, tables, equations, 

and graphs. 

Online: 

Warm Up: 

● AFDA & AFM Warm Up - Function  Students will identify the domain and range of the function  and determine if it is a 

linear function by justifying their answer algebraically or graphically 

● Algebra 2 Warm Up - Quadratic Challenge Escape 

● Math Analysis Warm Up (Section 3.1)  

Focused Instruction:  

AFDA, ALGEBRA 2, and AFM 

● Graphing a Linear Function  retrieved from YouTube 

● Intercepts of a Linear Function retrieved from Khan Academy 

● Graphing Linear functions using intercepts from Khan Academy 

ONLY ALGEBRA 2 

● Graphing a Quadratic Function  from Mash Up Math 

● Graphing a Quadratic Function   from YouTube 

● Key Features of a Quadratic Function  from YouTube 

MATH ANALYSIS 

● Review of Logarithms retrieved from Khan Academy 

● Introduction to Logarithms - Video 1 retrieved from Khan Academy 

● Introduction to Logarithms - Video 2 retrieved from Khan Academy 

● Review of Logarithm Properties retrieved from Khan Academy 

Student Choice Activities:  

AFDA, ALGEBRA 2, AFM 

● Card Sort: Linear Functions Desmos Activity 

● Function Trading Cards retrieved from readwritethink.org  

● Turtle Crossing Functions Desmos Activity 

● Line Graphs Game retrieved from math10.com 

ALGEBRA 2 ONLY 

● Artillery Battery - Quadratics  application problem 

MATH ANALYSIS 

● Logarithm Puzzle (Section 3.2) retrieved from BIG IDEAS LEARNING  

● Logarithm Puzzle (Section 3.3) retrieved from BIG IDEAS LEARNING 

● Function Trading Cards retrieved from readwritethink.org 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1slRxGoIGoz42bDP-Y-cRG0CzE7sQy2ftlUJ9CTtv8qo/copy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1n9TQEXTjikuk76RBWqtsGukNBwiWueS9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AFD-Makk0yq0ZLrF6wehQSzoGmcnvwJb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGNSMUKEQ9c
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:linear-equations-graphs/x2f8bb11595b61c86:x-intercepts-and-y-intercepts/v/x-and-y-intercepts
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra-home/alg-linear-eq-func/alg-x-and-y-intercepts/v/graphing-using-x-and-y-intercepts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGf7kFBzC48
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DD7tXI5i6Hw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nApXc83gqfw
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra2/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:logs/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:log-intro/a/intro-to-logarithms?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra2/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:logs/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:log-intro/v/logarithms?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra2/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:logs/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:log-intro/v/fancier-logarithm-expressions?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra2/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:logs/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:log-prop/a/properties-of-logarithms?modal=1
https://student.desmos.com/?prepopulateCode=WSR34B
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BQh6csHWyxtd3Jf5Rvl2KBYyMXKlXNa7pjto0oMS0AQ/copy
https://student.desmos.com/?prepopulateCode=5N87VH
https://www.math10.com/en/math-games/games/linear-functions/games-functions.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SKQI_BGIR1sqYXnjwVOD-zThNFSMpmhi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ppUTL2KZ5uRMGJVE6Au1KUXZzagAOHp3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dHYDD_rwl-w5PhYJJoFH-bRXqhw9N5Bc
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BQh6csHWyxtd3Jf5Rvl2KBYyMXKlXNa7pjto0oMS0AQ/copy


   

Formative Assessment: 

AFDA, ALGEBRA 2, AFM 

● Linear Equation Word Problems retrieved from IXL.com 

● Marbleslides: Lines  Desmos activity 

ALGEBRA 2 ONLY 

● Match Quadratic Functions and graphs  from IXL.com 

● Match My Parabola  Desmos Activity  

● Marbleslides: Parabolas  Desmos Activity 

Reflection: Choose at least one question and journal your response. 

AFDA, ALGEBRA 2, AFM 

Linear Functions:  

● What effect did changing the slope value have on the graph of the line? On your linear word problem? 

● How are  slope and rate of change related? 

● What role does the y intercept of a line have in a linear equation? On the graph? 

● At the x intercept point on a graph, what is the value of the y coordinate? 

Quadratic Functions: 

● How does the maximum or minimum of the parabola affect the increasing/decreasing intervals? 

● What is the importance of the axis of symmetry? How can you recognize it in a table of values? 

● Discuss the domain and range of a parabola in reference to a real world application problem. Are there any limitations 

on the domain and range? 

Offline: 

Project Based Learning Activity: Create an instagram page!  **Use the layout of an instagram profile page 

Design a profile about a function of your choice 

1.  Choose a function that you have learned in class 

● AFDA/AFM: Choose a linear function 

● Algebra 2: Choose a quadratic or other family function 

● Math Analysis:  Choose a basic exponential function and its corresponding inverse function (logarithmic).  

2.  Directions after choosing your function: 

● Name and draw your function 

● Draw/cut out/create/find 6 pictures that represent your function with an equation, table of values, graph, and 

other depictions as a real world application 

● Include a caption describing the characteristics of each picture.  Be sure to state the following: 

-Domain, Range, Intercepts, Asymptotes (if any), as well as the increasing and decreasing nature of the graph 

and what the significance is to the real world example you give (ex. The exponential graph we are seeing 

everywhere with the coronavirus) 

3.  Send it to your teacher if you are able! 

● If you are able to send this offline option as a picture to their email or google classroom, your teacher would 

LOVE to see your creativity! 

Supporting Materials if applicable:  

● Your page may be designed on any type of paper available at home.  

● Be creative!  Paper bags, computer paper, construction paper, line paper, etc.  

● You can draw pictures, use magazines, newspapers, etc. 

Skills: Exploring Parabolas 

● I can investigate and analyze linear, quadratic functions families algebraically and graphically.  

● I can determine the  a) domain and range; b) intervals on which a function is increasing or decreasing; c) absolute 

maxima and minima; d) zeros; e) intercepts; f) values of a function for elements in its domain.  

https://www.ixl.com/math/algebra-2/solve-linear-equations-word-problems
https://student.desmos.com/?prepopulateCode=5V99XP
https://www.ixl.com/math/algebra-2/match-quadratic-functions-and-graphs
https://student.desmos.com/?prepopulateCode=5CSCZ8
https://student.desmos.com/?prepopulateCode=EGYEYT


   

● I can make connections between and among multiple representations of functions using verbal descriptions, tables, 

equations, and graphs.  

Online 

Click the link to access Roller Coaster with Parabolas Google Doc and complete the learning experience.  

Offline: 

Warm Up: Use the 12 examples below:   

AFDA/AFM:  

a. Which equations listed below represent a linear equation.   List the numbers in the blank provided: 

________________________________________  

Algebra 2:  

a. Which equations listed below represent a quadratic equation.   List the numbers in the blank provided: 
________________________________________  

 
b.  Without graphing, how do you know when a parabola has been reflected?________________  

  
c.  List the numbers of the 3 parabolas above that have been reflected: ___________________ 

Math Analysis: 

a. Identify each equation as Linear, Quadratic, or Cubic.  
b. Select one of each type and sketch. 

 
1.                   2.  x3 + 2x2 + 3x – 7 = 0            3.  x – x2 – 3 = 0x y 2 + 3 = 7  

  

4. - x2 = 5                             5.  3x2 + 5x – 2 = 5                   6.   x y =  − 3
2 − 5   

 

6.   y – 7 = 3                        7.  8x2 – 2x - 5 = 0                    8.  4x +x2 = 3  

 

7.   x – 2x3 +x2 = 0               8.  x = 8                                     9.   8 – x - 5x2 = 3  

Learning Opportunity: Function of a Ride  

Below you will find a graph comparing the horizontal and vertical distances of a portion of the roller coaster track, with key 

points labeled. Consider the point A to be the beginning of the roller coaster track. Also consider curves that look like 

parabolas, are parabolas (assume the curves are smooth).  

 

stakeholder management | Productivity Steps  

 https://images.app.goo.gl/3sieQyMtH3sbWoRk6 

1. What is the domain and range of the function?  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14RFA98rkHb8zBoxgQppZcfKzLjma8eHXl9hTKsej3sQ/edit
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%253a%252f%252fimages.app.goo.gl%252f3sieQyMtH3sbWoRk6&c=E,1,cLsLksti1aCOCOVUeUPS7PcVAsrEKOxz1uBeSsLzKWatfevA2zxLCj-707cnGgZc7zD0wg8vEb5W_60k4lpJ9n2MrgB1PnwtmlncZL_VxGKdkIzltfVqhpHNEQ,,&typo=1


   

Domain:  _____________________  
Range: ___________________  

2. Find the intervals where the function is increasing and decreasing.  
Increasing: ___________________ 
Decreasing: __________________  
Explain how you found the intervals: _______________________________________________ 

3. At what point on the coaster would you be going the fastest? The slowest? Explain why you chose these points.  
Fastest at: _____________________________________  
Slowest at: _____________________________________ 
Explain: ______________________________________________________________ 

4. What are the maxima and minima of the function?  
Maxima: _____________________________________  
Minima: ______________________________________ 

5.  Where would you scream? Describe your ride as you travel the roller coaster. Include in your description your trip from 
point to point, whether you are moving up or down, and discuss what is happening to your speed.  
6.  Looking at the first hill, how HIGH above the ground would you be after you have traveled 5  
     meters horizontally.__________ 
     How did you get your answer?  
Formative Assessment:  
Look at the images below that show “flattening the curve” models for COVID-19.  Look at the maximum of the 2 parabolas and 
describe in your own words the difference between the 2 and why we want to model the parabola with the lower maximum.  
 

 

Reflection:  

● Share 3 tips that you know about quadratics that you could share with a friend who may be struggling with quadratics.  

● Looking for parabolas around the house... Use these pictures of parabolas around us to help you find 2 parabolas in 

your own home or yard. 

 

Skills: Standards: 



   

● I can identify the domain, range, zeroes, and intercepts of a function represented algebraically or graphically. Domains 

may be limited by problem context or in graphical representations. 

● I can represent relations and functions using verbal descriptions, tables, equations, and graphs. Given one 

representation, represent the relation in another form. 

● I can write an equation of a line when given the graph or a line 

● I can collect and analyze data, determine the equation of the curve of best fit in order to make predictions, and solve 

practical problems, using mathematical models of quadratic and exponential functions.  

● I can represent and solve problems, including practical problems, involving inverse variation, joint variation, and a 

combination of direct and inverse variations. 

● I can investigate and describe the continuity of functions.  

Online or Offline (This lesson contains supporting links but they are not nessessary to complete the lesson) 

Project Based Learning: Linear Equations - Got TP? 

● Describe how your family has been shopping and how you have heard about others shopping during the COVID-19 

closure. Do you think that stocking up is being a good citizen? Explain your reasoning. 

● Call or text 5 family or friends. Take a survey of how much toilet paper they currently have in their house. Graph your 

findings. Label the x-axis “Number of people in the household”. Label the y-axis “Number of rolls of toilet paper in the 

house”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● Write your data using the following: 

a. list of ordered pairs  (___,___), (___,___),  (___,___), (___,___), (___,___) 

b. as a table  

    x     y 

  

  

  

  

  

c. as a mapping 



   

  
● Determine whether the data represent a function, explain how you know. Use as many “math” terms as possible. 

● Identify the domain and range. 

● Identify any limiting parameters of the domain and range. 

● Identify end behavior. 

● Make predictions: 

○ How many rolls would a family of ___ have in the house? 

○ How would the data look different 4 weeks or 6 weeks into the COVID-19 closure? 

○ What other factors could influence the data? 

● Choose any two points so you can write an equation in the following ways, organize it into some kind of foldable. 

a. Point-Slope Form  

● https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8

bb11595b61c86:point-slope-form/v/idea-behind-point-slope-form 

● https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8

bb11595b61c86:point-slope-form/a/point-slope-form-review 

b. Slope-Intercept Form  

● https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8

bb11595b61c86:intro-to-slope-intercept-form/e/slope-from-an-equation-in-slope-intercept-form 

● https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8

bb11595b61c86:point-slope-form/v/point-slope-and-slope-intercept-form-from-two-points 

c. Standard Form 

● https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8

bb11595b61c86:standard-form/v/standard-form-for-linear-equations 
● https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8

bb11595b61c86:standard-form/v/converting-from-slope-intercept-to-standard-form 

 

● Comparison Shopping 

1. Many people order their toilet paper on Amazon. This is what we 

normally order. It comes in a case with 4 packages, each with 6 rolls. 

Each roll is 308 sheets which are 4 inches. Since 4 inches is ⅓ of a foot, so 

308(⅓)= ____ feet per roll. The cost of this case is $22.25. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:point-slope-form/v/idea-behind-point-slope-form
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:point-slope-form/v/idea-behind-point-slope-form
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:point-slope-form/a/point-slope-form-review
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:point-slope-form/a/point-slope-form-review
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:intro-to-slope-intercept-form/e/slope-from-an-equation-in-slope-intercept-form
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:intro-to-slope-intercept-form/e/slope-from-an-equation-in-slope-intercept-form
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:point-slope-form/v/point-slope-and-slope-intercept-form-from-two-points
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:point-slope-form/v/point-slope-and-slope-intercept-form-from-two-points
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:standard-form/v/standard-form-for-linear-equations
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:standard-form/v/standard-form-for-linear-equations
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:standard-form/v/converting-from-slope-intercept-to-standard-form
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:standard-form/v/converting-from-slope-intercept-to-standard-form


   

 

 

2. It is almost time to restock our toilet paper, since none of the stores have 

any toilet paper, we decided to order some commercial rolls just in case 

we run out. The case of commercial paper has 2 rolls, and each roll has 

_____feet. The commercial case cost $53.00. (each roll is 751 feet) 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Find the price per foot of each case so you can compare. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITajInuzHI8 

● Cost per Unit = Price / Number of Units 

○ Case of regular rolls is $_______ per foot. 

○ Case of commercial rolls is $______ per foot.  

■ Remember if you get something like 0.00257, that means that the cost per linear foot is less than 1 

cent, which is okay. When you are at the grocery store, you can compare by looking at the stickers on 

the shelf, someone else already did the math for you. 

● Which case is a better deal? _____ 

● How much cheaper is it? _____  

● Have a discussion with the “shoppers” in your home about how to compare unit prices during shopping and how this 

pandemic is increasing or decreasing the cost of certain commodities. For example, I have noticed that the price of 

gasoline seems to be affected inversely. What does that mean? 

Offline 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITajInuzHI8


   

 

 

 


